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Invaders from the Great Goo Galaxy page 1
Narrator:		

Somewhere, in the Great Goo Galaxy, on the faraway planet
Gloop . . .

Eek:		

Can’t catch me!

		

Ack: 			

Yes, I can!

Mom:

Boys!!!

Ack:

		

			

Mom:

		

Gulp! It’s Mom!
What have I told you about playing with rocket packs in the
house?

Eek & Ack: 		

That we should only use them to hover.

Mom:

Now, go outside and play in outer space like other kids your age.

		

Narrator:			

So, outside on the planet Gloop . . .

Ack:		

Now what do we do?

		

Eek:				

Maybe we can fix our spaceship.

Ack:

		

Hey, wait! I know! Let’s conquer Earth!

Bleck:

		

That game is for babies!

Narrator: 		

It was the dreaded voice of the one creature they feared the most.

Ack: 			

Bleck!

Eek: 			

Our big sister!

Bleck:			

I bet that junky spaceship of yours can’t even reach whizzler
speed.

Eek: 			

I’ll show you how fast our junky spaceship can fly!

Bleck:			

Ha ha! You just said your spaceship is “junky.”

Eek: 			

Come on, Ack. Let’s go conquer Earth!
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Narrator:

Off they go, in their superspeed spaceship, which, to human eyes,
looks very much like a . . .

Earth girl:		

Look, Dad. An empty washing machine!

Narrator: 		

Will Eek and Ack conquer Earth! Will they destroy all 		
humans? Will their spaceship wash Earthling underwear? And
what happens when they get trapped in the spin cycle?

Ack: 			

Bleck!

Eek:				

Is Sis here?

Ack:		

		

No, I’m going to be sick! Bleck!

THE END

